
From a Colleague in the Light Realms:

"It is obvious, is it not, that the chaos and destruction are 
escalating, and that all that is in alignment with goodness and 
mercy, joy, and peace are at risk? Many are asking in their 
hearts, “How much longer can this go on? How much longer can 
the violence, hatred, fear, and greed continue to grow and affect 
all of life upon the planet?” This violence, this greed, this anger, 
this fear can have no part in the New World where Love, joy, 
peace, honor, and respect for all of life will be the foundation for
all of those who choose Love. 

All of the terror, violence, damage, and destruction experienced 
on so many fronts and in so many ways upon the Earth does serve 
many purposes. It inspires those who choose Love to come 
together for the good of the planet and the good of all. It makes 
the choice for Love much more obvious and much more desired 
and sought after. It makes for clarity within the hearts of those 
who are literally sick and tired of a reality where darkness rules. 
It brings the desire for connection with the Creator and all that 
is goodness and light to the forefront. It makes it apparent that 
a joyful, peaceful life based on Love is longed for and worth 
coming together for in community and purpose.

The heinous acts of violence can no longer be ignored. The pain of
living in a world which is run by the forces of greed and illusion 
can no longer be accepted. Darkness serves the Light. It acts as 
the inspiration for and the catalyst to choose Love and Light. It 
encourages one to go into their heart, to the center of Love, to 



the heart of the Creator which is truly the core from which all of
life is created.

Hang onto your hats. For more challenge for all of life upon 
Mother Earth lies ahead as the chaos and destruction reach a 
point where no one can deny the need to make a choice between 
continuing to live in the darkness which is pervading all of life 
upon the Earth, or choosing Love as the foundation for a New 
World. This New World is being created by those of you who 
choose to act and live in Love rather than accept living upon a 
planet ruled by violence, fear, greed, and the illusion that 
anything worthwhile or desired is created by choosing the 
darkness."
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